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Abstract. The increasing importance of maintenance and a cleaner environment
besides the relations between them has encouraged the current authors to investigate
a mathematical Markovian model for the condition-based maintenance problem while
considering environmental e ects. In this paper, the problem of proposing a maintenance
optimal policy for a partially observable, stochastically deteriorating system is studied
in order to maximize the average pro t of the system with sustainability aspects. The
modeling of this Condition-Based Sustainable Maintenance (CBSM) problem is done by
mathematical methods such as Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP)
and Bayesian theory. A new exact method, called accelerated vector pruning method, and
other popular estimating and exact methods are applied and compared for solving the
presented CBSM model, and several managerial conclusions are obtained.
©
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1. Introduction
In this section, rst, the signi cance of maintenance
and, then, its relation to environmental considerations
and sustainability concept will be described.
Nowadays, the increasing importance of maintenance to all industries is undeniable [1,2], and it is
obvious that the magnitude of this importance varies
for various systems. The priorities of all parts are
not equal in one given system, and selecting a proper
maintenance technique for each component has become
an important topic since the latter half of the 1980s.
For this reason, maintenance strategies have been
developed. A maintenance strategy in a system forms
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a framework to install speci c maintenance techniques
for each part [3]. Reliability Centered Maintenance
(RCM), Total Productive Maintenance (TPM), and
Risk-based Maintenance (RBM) are the most important examples of maintenance strategies.
Some recent studies on RCM, TPM, and RBM
strategies, as well as their development and implementation, can be found in [4{6].
The speci c based maintenance techniques enjoy
unique principles for solving maintenance problems [7].
Time-based Maintenance (TBM) and Condition-based
Maintenance (CBM) are the most important maintenance techniques.
When the reliability concept emerged in 1980,
Preventive Maintenance (PM) and TBM technique
were introduced, respectively. For TBM, after a
speci c period of operations (or time), the failure rate
of products increases based on a function called the
bathtub curve.
However, the deterioration rate of a system depends on not only the operation time duration but
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also various other factors and operational conditions.
Therefore, the real condition of the system cannot
be identi ed by the TBM strategy. Moreover, this
strategy sometimes imposes unnecessary treatments,
which often disrupt normal operations [8]. A perfect
survey of such models is given in [7].
Since the TBM limitations were known in 1975,
the CBM technique was developed to maximize PM
eciency. CBM as a predictive method is the most
modern and popular maintenance technique discussed
in [7,9{11]. Authors [7] expressed that CBM application was more bene cial and realistic than traditional
TBM approach. Therefore, CBM is usually applied
to high-priority components based on their health
condition.
Data acquisition is introduced as the rst main
step in the case of CBM [12], which requires monitoring
the system's health condition. CBM estimates the
health condition of equipment by real-time data received from condition-monitoring tools to make maintenance decisions and reduce unnecessary maintenance
and related costs [13].
Since the application of this technique including the task of providing monitoring tools and data
processing tools is not cost e ective, it can be concluded that accurate and integrated planning should be
considered necessary in CBM planning. Considering
more than one objective and integrating them into
an optimization mathematical model is more desirable
and realistic from a decision-maker's point of view;
therefore, a multi-objective optimization model can be
useful to formulate a CBM program.
Ecological and industrial objectives, which have
been considered as antagonists many times, are now
taken into account simultaneously in the sustainability
concept to support social, economic, and environmental
pillars [14]. Balancing environmental and societal
objects with nancial success is no longer a matter of
choice, but a must [15].
Sustainable development in general is de ned as
\development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" [16]. With planning
systems characterized by low negative impact on the
environment, people can participate in sustainable
development e ectively [17].
Recently, many researchers in various elds have
turned an attentive eye to the concept of sustainability.
For instance, authors on supply chain design [18] and
on electric power systems [19,20] attempted to include
sustainability considerations into their studies.
In the maintenance concept as the main part
of industry, environmental considerations can a ect a
problem, too. Ignoring the deterioration process of a
part can lead to the failure of other related perfect
parts and cause di erent damages to humans and the
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environment (such as waste and CO2 emission due to
the use of old, outdated or ill-maintained equipment)
besides the economic losses (such as heavy emergency
replacement costs related to unexpected breakdowns).
Moreover, over-maintenance by spending greater costs
(more maintenance-related costs such as employment
cost of maintenance workers and more part replacement
costs), generating more waste (more useless replaced
parts), and increasing error probability can be a risk
factor in the production system and the surrounding
environment. Therefore, maintenance decisions should
be optimized to achieve economic, social, and environmental goals in the best feasible way.
In manufacturing businesses, sustainable maintenance can be de ned as the maintenance that satis es
the objectives of a system by considering sustainability
goals and constraints such as those that are related to
CO2 emission, defective and non-recyclable products,
useless replaced parts, scrapped items, toxic material
emission (such as cleaning material utilized for repair
work), and other factors that a ect the environment.
Sustainability considerations are often taken
into account in manufacturing processes; however,
maintenance-oriented studies with sustainability considerations are still in the early stages [21].
In the rest of this section, papers in the literature
related to sustainable maintenance will be divided into
two main categories: conceptual and mathematical
studies. Then, mathematical studies in the maintenance eld will be divided into two groups: TBMrelated and CBM-related studies.
In the conceptual studies category, the following
approaches were expressed in [22] that help companies
improve their sustainability performance: minimizing
waste production, using the best practice in maintenance, and producing process, improving the usage
of metalworking uids, lubricating oils and hydraulics
oils, and so on. In [23], maintenance performance
and maintenance quality and its impact on sustainability performance were studied. They concluded
that maintenance processes had signi cant impacts on
the businesses in terms of economic, environmental,
and societal implications of the commercial activities.
In [24], de ning key performance measures for sustainable maintenance at operational and strategic levels
(15 measures at the corporate level, 20 measures at
the tactical level, and 43 measures at the functional
level) was proposed. In [25], a sustainability-based
framework for the maintenance strategy selection problem was studied. A fuzzy method was used to select
the most appropriate maintenance strategy. However,
the optimization model for one speci ed maintenance
technique was not proposed.
Moreover, in a recent study [26], a comprehensive
de nition of sustainable maintenance was proposed in
which several simple and complicated aspects such as
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economics, society, and environment besides manufacturing, overhauling, assembly, and ecology should be
considered when maintenance actions were performed.
Conceptual studies mentioned above generally do
not provide any mathematical programming or optimization modeling; however, basic concepts have been
expressed in detail. In the following, the mathematical
studies will be outlined in two groups: TBM-related
and CBM-related studies.
Studies in the TBM-related group include sustainable maintenance modeling considering degradation process as a function of the system's lifetime,
production rates, or so on. Some of these studies done
in recent years will be introduced in the following.
In [27], a production-maintenance mathematical
model for a deteriorating environmental-friendly manufacturing system was proposed that invests in R&D
to make this productive technology more sustainable
and avoid government-related taxation. Production
rate, maintenance rate, and pollution R&D investment
rate as decision variables were determined in the aforementioned model to minimize the total cost including
inventory costs, production costs, emission tax, and
pollution R&D investment costs.
Another optimization model for a manufacturing
system under the environmental constraint was proposed in [28], in which production, TBM, and emission
rates were determined as decision variables to minimize
total cost. It was claimed that, among the related
previous studies, the e ect of system deterioration
on the emission was addressed only in their paper;
therefore, maintenance activities were considered in
detail to reduce the e ects of degradation.
As a related work, in [29], an ecological production and TBM policy for a deteriorating manufacturing
system under carbon tax was proposed. The system
subcontracts satisfy random demand and decrease the
carbon tax to another deteriorating system. The
objective is to determine the optimal number of PM
tasks and production rates in order to minimize total
maintenance, production, and carbon emission costs.
They did not consider the environment (reducing the
amount of carbon emission) and merely focused on
minimizing the penalty costs related to their own
system. In fact, the whole system can release the same
carbon amount because the subcontractor generates
carbon emission, too.
In [30], spare parts concept was added to previous
environment-oriented production-maintenance models.
In fact, in their study, environmental e ects of applying
new or used spare parts during corrective or PM were
considered through minimizing carbon emissions and
global cost of spare parts' lifetime.
Moreover, in this eld, in [31], a mathematical
framework was used to propose an optimal production
and TBM strategy that determines both maintenance

and production elements (number of maintenance activities and production rate) in order to minimize total production, maintenance, inventory, and pollution
(CO2 related) costs for a deteriorating manufacturing
system.
Finally, in another recent work, in [32], a sustainable TBM optimization model was proposed in which
social costs (social impacts of injury caused by failures)
and environmental and conventional maintenance costs
were minimized. Moreover, in addition to the waste
and emission generation, spare parts concept was
considered in terms of sustainability.
The papers mentioned above all belong to the rst
category, i.e., TBM-related studies. Whilst respecting
the usefulness of such studies, CBSM can be more
valuable if it is applicable to the system because of
the CBM advantages discussed before and those to be
presented in the following.
Considering the fact that one of the maintenance
operations to provide a sustainable performance of
equipment is the optimization of technical conditions
with respect to plant performance target [33], the
condition optimization with CBM has a key role in
implementing sustainable maintenance.
In addition, CBM is the most appropriate method
to pursue when it is technically possible because it
allows monitoring the degradation level and the resulting environmental damage in order to take appropriate
preventive actions and limit the risk of penalties [34].
Despite the recommendations of previous reviewers for performing CBM studies considering sustainability factors, only few such studies have been published in recent years, some of which will be presented
in the group of CBM-related studies.
A CBM model for cost minimization was presented in [35], where the objective function was aimed
at reducing the replacement, maintenance, and environmental penalty costs; in addition, the decision
variable was only the inspection time. In the mentioned
model, when inspection reveals a given degradation
level (from which the environment begins to deteriorate), the system must be replaced; otherwise, it
must be allowed to continue. The authors applied
the Nelder-Mead method as an optimization method
to solve the problem.
Authors in [34] proposed a CMB model considering two threshold levels related to the amount of
environmental damage: a critical one (which yields a
signi cant penalty when it exceeds the threshold level)
and a lower one. Herein, the threshold levels and
the inspection sequence were considered to be decision
variables in their work, and the total expected cost per
time unit over an in nite time horizon was the objective
function.
A deteriorating manufacturing system with 01 states that generated harmful emissions, which
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subcontracted to a new plant with clean production
technology, was studied in [36]. The authors presented
a mathematical model for minimizing the total cost of
the system including inventory, backlog, production,
emission, and subcontracting costs to determine the
production and subcontracting rates and emission level
(no maintenance-related decision variables) while including maintenance considerations in constraints.
Further, authors in [37] added the energy consumption factor to the previous CBM optimization
models by considering sustainability. Their work
included two aspects of sustainability: CO2 emission
and energy consumption. Their proposed objective
function involved the minimization of total cost, and
decision variables included optimal CO2 emission and
energy consumption thresholds besides the periodic
inspection intervals.
The papers mentioned above belong to the second category (CBM-related studies), where decision
variables are mostly related to periodic inspection
rather than the maintenance optimal policy. Moreover,
the aforementioned papers have not considered the
assumption that a system as partially observable can
usually make the model more dicult and closer to real
world. Further to that, other factors of sustainability
such as defective and non-recyclable products, useless
replaced parts, scrapped items, and generally toxic
material and waste emission are not considered.
The present paper aims to propose an optimal
maintenance policy with environmental considerations
that optimizes both maintenance actions and nonperiodic inspections in the context of partially observable systems. On the importance of partially
observable systems, authors in a recent survey studied
CBM optimization models for stochastically deteriorating systems and considered the popularity of CBM
to be strongly dependent on the development of the
stochastic deterioration models, which are properly
used for partially observable systems [38]. In [39], a
two-part study was done to highlight the advantages of
applying Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
(POMDP), as a stochastic control technique, for optimizing inspection and maintenance policies by applying
stochastic models. The authors proposed an optimal
policy for the cost-minimization CBM model in civil
engineering structures (structural maintenance) with
discrete-state deterioration based on a POMDP framework. They used a point-based value iteration solver
(Perseus) and, also, two simpler approximate solvers
based on Modi ed Dynamic Programming (MDPs) to
solve the problem. They illustrated that the Perseus
method is more ecient for this type of applications
and larger state-space problems.
The present study relies on the previously reviewed works with respect to the CBM modeling
approach and signi cantly extends it to sustainability-
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oriented manufacturing systems (not a structure or infrastructure) by a more rigorous, systematic formation
of maintenance actions in the POMDP context. This
study focuses on CBSM to present an optimization
model that takes sustainability considerations and
CBM goals simultaneously into account. The problem
is modeled separately for four maintenance actions
including keep, regular maintenance (minor repair),
overhaul (major repair), and replace, with terms related to sustainability formulations. Di erent levels of
repair can be de ned between minor and major repairs,
as required. CO2 and waste emissions as some of the
most important factors of sustainability are included
in the formulation of each action, depending on the
speci c situations. Other assumptions and conditions
of the model will be explained in detail subsequently.
Stochastic deterioration and partial observation
are two important assumptions in modeling the system;
therefore, deteriorating and observation processes are
both formulated by probability matrixes that represent
the stochastic nature of the system.
The model is solved in both nite and in nite
horizons. Perseus algorithm has been applied to solve
the model approximately; besides, the problem is
exactly solved with the traditional Incremental Pruning
(IP) method and Accelerated Vector Pruning (AVP)
method, as the current exact and fast algorithm.
The objective of this work is to propose an optimal
maintenance policy (including replacement, overhaul,
regular repair, keep, and non-periodic inspections)
as a sequence of decisions, executable by the agent
based on the observations of monitors in order to
achieve the system's goal (pro t maximization besides
the sustainability considerations) in the best possible
way.
In the rest of this study, Section 2 presents the
POMDP model of the CBSM problem completely,
accompanied by environmental considerations in the
formulation. Section 3 explains the estimated and
exact value iteration algorithms, Perseus and AVP.
Section 4 reports detailed computational results and
concluding remarks.

2. CBSM statement and POMDP formulation
The CBSM problem under consideration is rst described in Subsection 2.1; then, it is formulated in the
POMDP framework in Subsection 2.2.

2.1. Problem description

Consider a CBM problem that determines the optimal maintenance/inspection policy (including the best
sequence of actions and action times, monitoring,
and non-periodic inspections types and intervals) by
considering sustainability aspects (such as Green House
Gas (GHG) and waste emission) in order to maximize
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the pro t of a partially observable, stochastically deteriorating manufacturing system with uncertain action
e ects.
Some of the assumptions of the problem are
presented as follows:











System state is partially observable, which is monitored by several monitoring tools;
\Keep" action in each period shows that the system should continue its manufacturing without any
interference. After \keep" action, the state of the
system usually cannot be improved;
In the \regular repair" action, some routine repair
works (such as resetting, lubricating, cleaning, etc.)
are done for the system without stopping it. After
the \regular repair", the state of the system can be
improved;
\Overhaul" action stops the manufacturing of the
system and inspects and completely repairs it. In
this action, the true state of the system can be
observed (probability vector is ej );
After \replacement" action, the system state is the
state of a new system (probability vector e1 );
Deterioration of the system follows a stochastic
process;
Companies have many opportunities for producing environment-friendly productions that lead to
gaining higher pro ts from environment-sensitive
customers [40]. For this reason, customers' demands
are considered environment sensitive and dependent
on the system state in this work.

2.2. Model formulation

The CBSM problem is formulated in a POMDP framework in the following. In Subsection 2.2.1, inputs of the
model will be introduced and illustrated in detail. In
Subsection 2.2.2, rst, a total schema of the model,
as well as its parameters and decision variable, will be
presented speci cally and, then, each term of the model
will be described completely.

2.2.1. Inputs
 S : A nite set of possible states of the system S =
f1; :::; i; :::; j; :::; ng, in which i denotes the system
deterioration degree (1 shows \as new" system state
and other numbers are sorted in ascending order to
denote more deteriorated system states).
 X : Real state of the system whose value comes from
set S .
  = f1 ; :::; i ; :::; n g: The probability vector of
the primitive state. The system states are random
variables because of the stochastic behavior of the
system that leads the model to be closer to the practical situations; moreover, since the system state

is non-observable, the exact state is not available.
Note that the summation of all probabilities is equal
to one.
n
X
i=1





















i = 1 and 0  i  1 for any i:

V (): Optimal expected total pro t function over
in nite horizon when the current state is .
Ci : Unit cost of the manufacturing process when
the system works in state i (including raw material costs, energy consuming cost, personnel hires,
rent of production place, defective products, etc.).
Therefore, greater deterioration (larger i index)
leads to increasing manufacturing cost. In other
words, Ci is an increasing function of i.
Di : Customers' demands for product manufactured
when the system works in state i. In this paper, it is
supposed that customers' demands are environment
sensitive and dependent on the health condition
of the manufacturing system that supplies them
(see [40]).
Ri : Cost of replacement (the action of replacing the
system with a new one) that is a non-decreasing
function of i. Greater deterioration (larger i index) leads to decreasing the monetary value of
the dismantled system and, therefore, increasing
the payment to get the new system. The new
system price is assumed to be constant (R), and
the monetary value of dismantled equipment (qi ) is
a decreasing function of i, and Ri = R qi .
i : GHG emissions factor in the manufacturing
system in tons of CO2 per unit demand of product
when the system works in state i.
!i : Waste emissions factor in the manufacturing
system in tons of waste per unit demand when
system works in state i.
'i : Defective percentage of products when the
system works in state i.
Gi : Recall cost of one defective product when the
system works in state i.
Bi : The ith markup level considered by the manufacturing system when it works in state i.
FGHG (ECU=T CO2 ): GHG emission penalty factor.
GHG: Acceptable level of GHG emission.
Fwaste (ECU=T waste): Waste emission penalty
factor.
W ST : Acceptable level of waste emission.
W MRi : Waste of materials (cleaning materials
utilized for \regular repair" work such as lubricating
and hydraulics oils) during \regular repair" action
when the system's state is i.
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W Oi : Waste of useless parts generated during
\overhaul" action when the system's state is i.
W MOi : Waste of materials (special materials utilized for \major repair" work) during \overhaul"
action when the system's state is i.
W Ri : Waste of useless replaced parts generated
during \replacement" action when the system's
state is i.
Ri0 : Cost of regular maintenance (including standard
actions such as lubricating, cleaning, resetting, etc.),
which is a non-decreasing function of i.
Ri00 : Cost of major repair (overhaul) including the
cost of replacing defective parts of the system and
the cost of other necessary actions for the restoration
of the system to the new one. This parameter is also
a non-decreasing function of i.
: Discount factor between 0 and 1.
pij : One-step transition probability (during one
period) from state i to state j in a normal condition
and under \keep" action (continuing production
without repair or replacement). Transition probability matrix is shown as follows:

1
2
..
P = i.
..
.
n



1
p11
6 p21
6
6 ..
6 .
6
6 pi1
6
6 .
4 ..
pn1
2

2
p12
p22
..
.
pi2
..
.
pn2

:::
:::
:::
..
.
:::
..
.
:::

j
p 1j
p 2j
..
.
pij
..
.
pnj

:::
:::
:::
..
.
:::
..
.
:::

n3
p 1n
p 2n 7
7
.. 7
. 7
7 :
pin 7
7
.. 7
. 5
pnn

(1)

p0ij : One-step transition probability from state i
to state j after regular repair. The mentioned
transition probability matrix is as follows:

1
2
..
P 0 = i.
..
.
n
2

=

1
p0 11
6 p0 21
6
6 ..
6 .
6
6 p0
6 i1
6 .
4 ..
p0 n1
2

1 (1; : : : ; 1)

6
..
6
.
6
6 j (1; : : : ; 1)
6
6
..
4
.

n (1; : : : ; 1)

2
p0 12
p0 22
..
.
p0 i2
..
.
p0 n2
:::
...

:::
...

:::

:::
:::
:::
..
.
:::
..
.
:::

j
p 0 1j
p0 2 j
..
.
p0 ij
..
.
p0 nj

:::
:::
:::
..
.
:::
..
.
:::

1 (o1 ; : : : ; oL )

...

j (o1 ; : : : ; oL )

...

n (o1 ; : : : ; oL )

p00ij : One-step transition probability from state i to
state j after major repair, which is shown below:
1
2 ::: j
::: n 3
2
1 p00 11 p00 12 : : : p00 1j : : : p00 1n
00
00
00
00 7
2 6
6 p 21 p 22 : : : p 2j : : : p 2n 7
6
.. 6 ..
..
..
..
..
.. 7
.
.
.
.
.
.
. 7
00
6
7 : (3)
P = i 6 p00
00
00
00
7
6 i1 p i2 : : : p ij : : : p in 7
.. 6
.
.
.
.
.
.
..
..
..
..
.. 7
5
. 4 ..
n p00 n1 p00 n2 : : : p00 nj : : : p00 nn
 O = (o1 ; :::; oK ; :::; oL ): Is a vector that shows
the output values of monitoring in each time period. In general, for the problem under study,
the system state in each time period is monitored
partially by L monitors. In fact, the monitors can
provide relevant data to identify the real state of
the system. Monitors' output is recorded as M =
(M (1) ; :::; M (K ) ; :::; M (L) ), where M (K ) represents
the output of the K th monitor and comes from
f1; :::; oK ; :::; mK g.
 : Conditional probability matrix that elaborates
on the relationships between the real state of the
system and the output of monitors. This conditional
probability matrix is de ned by Eq. (4) as shown in
Box I, where:
(1)
j (o1 ; : : : ; oL ) = P (Ojj ) = Pr(M


= o1 ; : : : ; M (K ) = oK ; : : : ; M (L)



n3
p 0 1n
p 0 2n 7
7
.. 7
. 7
7:
0
p in 7
7 (2)
.. 7
. 5
p0 nn
:::
...

:::
...

:::
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= oL jX = j ):
(5)
X = j denotes the real state of the system.
T (; O): Updated probability vector, after observing monitors `output information (O) in a normal
condition under \keep" action. In other words,
T (; O) reveals the secondary state (posterior probabilities) on the condition that  (prior probabilities) and O (monitors' output) are known.
Eqs. (6)-(9) (based on Bayes' formula) are
applied to calculate each element of this vector as
follows:
T (; O)=(T1 (; O); T2 (; O); : : : ; Tn (; O)); (6)
where:

1 (m1 ; : : : ; mL )

3

7
..
7
.
7
(
m
;
:
:
:
;
m
)
j 1
L 7
7:
7
..
5
.
n (m1 ; : : : ; mL )

Box I

(4)
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Tj (; O) = Pr(X = j jM = O; )
n
P

=

i pij

i=1
n P
n
P

j =1 i=1

jO

i pij

(7)

;

jO

and:
P (Oj) = Pr(M = Oj) =

n X
n
X
j =1 i=1

i pij

jO ;

(8)

Tj (; O) represents the probability that the system's real state is j when the primary state vector
(prior probabilities) is  and monitors report the
state vector O. In fact, monitors' output is used
to evaluate the values of Tj to make a more precise
prediction of the partially observable state of the
system.
 T 0 (; O): Updated probability vector by observing
monitors `output information (O) after regular repair (posterior probabilities):
T 0 (; O)=(T10 (; O); T20 (; O); : : : ; Tn0 (; O)); (9)
n
P

T 0 (; O) =
j

i p0 ij

i=1
n P
n
P

j =1 i=1

jO

i p0 ij

;

(10)

jO

Tj0 (; O) represents the probability that the system's real state is j after the regular repair when
the primary state vector is  and monitors report
the state vector, O. In fact, monitors' output is
used to obtain Tj0 for a correct prediction of the
partially observable state of the system. Here,
it is necessary to consider that in case of major
repairs and replacement, the real state is directly
observable; thus, there is no need to use the updated
probability vectors such as T (; O) and T 0 (; O).

2.2.2. Modeling
In the following, a POMDP framework as a 6-tuple
(S; A; P; ; Rw) is utilized to model the CBSM problem.
POMDP parameters include S = f1; : : : ; i; : : : ; j;
: : : ; ng as a set of states, st 2 S as the system
state at time t, and  = f1 ; : : : ; i ; : : : ; n g as the
probability of primitive states. A = fa1 ; a2 ; : : : ; at g
shows the maintenance actions set at time t including
fKeep, Regular, Overhaul, Replaceg. is the maintenance policy that maps S onto A. P shows the
transition probabilities matrix, and P 0 and P 00 are
the transition probabilities matrixes for \Regular" and
\Overhaul" actions. O is monitors' output including
(o1 ; : : : ; oK ; : : : ; oL ), and shows conditional probabilities that display the relationship between O and

the real system state with members j (o1 ; ::; oL ).
shows the discount factor between 0 and 1. Finally,
Rw(st ; at ) is the terminal reward that depends on
the maintenance action and system state at time t
including KV (), RgV (), OV (), and RpV () for
\Keep", \Regular", \Overhaul", and \Replace", where
the initial probability vector is .
CBSM parameters include Ci , Di , i , 'i , Gi ,
Bi , FGHG , GHG, Fwaste , W ST , !i , W MRi , W Oi ,
W MOi , and W Ri . Most POMDP and CBSM parameters mentioned in this section are introduced in
Subsection 2.2.1 in detail.
Objective function and decision variable are introduced as follows: V () in Eq. (11) represents the
POMDP objective function that gives the expected
total discounted reward over an in nite time horizon
with initial state  and maintenance policy .
1
X
t E [Rw (s ; a )j; ]:
V () =
(11)
t t
i=0

Decision variable is the optimal maintenance policy
denoted by  ():
 () = arg maxV ();
(12)
a2 A
where  () optimally suggests the type and time
of maintenance actions and inspections that give the
maximum expected reward for the initial state .
The optimal value of CBSM objective function
in the POMDP framework is denoted by V  () in
Eq. (13):
V  ()=maxfKV (); RgV (); OV (); RpV ()g;
(13)
where KV (), RgV (), OV (), and RpV () correspond to the expected rewards of \Keep", \Regular repair", \Overhaul", and \Replacement" actions, which
are expressed separately in the following.
First, \Keep" action and its related terms are
described in Eq. (14):
KV () =

X

i

i Di (1 + Bi )Ci

(
X



i

i Di Ci +

FGHG

+Fwaste
+


X

i


X

i

X

i

i

i

i !i Di

)

i 'i Di Gi
GHG



W ST



0
1
m1 X
mL XX
X
::: @
i pij jOAV (T (; O)):

o1

oL

j

i

(14)
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Eq. (14) is related to \keep" action and shows the
expected total discounted pro t of the system when the
maintenance action is in the \keep" mode in the current
period. Manufacturing continues with this maintenance
action; therefore, the rst term in Eq. (14),
P
i Di (1 + Bi )Ci , shows the total income earned from
i
supplying customers' demands. For a more detailed
study on such formulations
P of earned pro
P t, see [41].
Terms two and three ( i Di Ci and i 'i Di Gi )
i
i
show production
and
recall
costs.
Terms
P
P four and
ve (FGHG ( i i GHG) and Fwaste ( i !i Di
i
i
W ST )) show GHG and waste emission penalties
for \keep", respectively. Note that the penalty
term ism1di erent
in each maintenance action. Term
m
P
PL P P
six (
::: (
i pij jO )V (T (; O))) shows the
o1

oL

j i

summation of the expected total discounted pro t for
periods after the current period and that of \keep" that
remains.
In the following, \Regular repair" and its related
terms are described in Eq. (15):
RgV () =

X

i

i Di (1 + Bi )Ci



X

i

 i D i Ci +



FGHG

+Fwaste
+

m1
X
o1 =1


X

i


X

i

:::

i

i
i

i ' i D i G i +
GHG

oL =1


XX

j

i

X

i



i R 0 i



i !i Di + W MRi

mL
X

V (T 0 (; O)):

X

i p0 ij

Eq. (15) (

m
P1

:::

o1 =1

m
PL P P

(

oL =1 j i

i p0 ij
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jO )V (T

0 (; O)))

shows the summation of the expected total discounted
pro t of the remaining periods after the current period
and that of \Regular repair". In the following, \Overhaul" action and its related terms will be described in
Eq. (16):
X
OV () =
i R00
i

i

Fwaste

+



X

i

XX

j

i

i (W Oi + MW Oi ) W ST

i p00 ij V (ej ):



(16)

Eq. (16) shows the expected total discounted pro t of
the system when the maintenance action is \Overhaul"
in the current period. Manufacturing stops under this
maintenance
P action; therefore,Pterms one and two in
Eq. (16) ( i R00 i and Fwaste f i (W Oi + W MOi )
i
i
W ST g) that are related to the current period are
negative. The former shows the mean overhaul cost
and the latter shows waste emission penalty of \Overhaul". Note that, in \Overhaul", there are not any
manufacturing operations; thus, recall cost and GHG
penalty related P
terms
been omitted. Term three
P have
in Eq. (16) (
i p00ij V (ej )) shows the expected
j i



W ST



total discounted pro t for periods that remain after
this current period with \Overhaul". In the following,
\Replacement" action and its related terms will be
described in Eq. (17):
RpV () =



jO

X

i

i Ri

+ V (e1 ):
(15)

Eq. (15) shows the expected total discounted pro t
of the system when, in the current period, maintenance action is \regular repair". Manufacturing continues under this maintenance
P action; therefore, the rst term in Eq. (15), i Di (1 + Bi )Ci ,
i
shows the total income earned from supplying customers' demands.
Terms
P
P two, three, and
P four
in Eq. (15) ( i Di Ci , i 'i Di Gi , and i R0 i )
i
i
i
are related to production, recall, and regular repair
costs, respectively.
Terms ve and six Pin Eq. (15)
P
(FGHG ( i i
GHG) and Fwaste ( i !i Di +
i
i
W MRi ) W ST ) show GHG and waste emission penalties for \Regular repair", respectively. Term seven in

Fwaste

X

i

!

i W Ri W ST

(17)

Eq. (17) shows the expected total discounted pro t of
the system when the maintenance action is \Replace"
in the current period. Manufacturing stops in this
maintenance P
action; therefore, Terms
one and two
P
in Eq. (17) ( i Ri and Fwaste ( i W Ri W ST )),
i
i
which are related to the current period, are negative.
The prior shows mean replacement cost, and the latter
shows the waste emission penalty for \Replace". Note
that, in this maintenance action, there are not any
manufacturing operations; therefore, recall cost and
GHG penalty-related terms have been omitted. Term
three in Eq. (17) ( V (e1 )) shows the expected total
discounted pro t for periods that remain after the
current period with \Replace".
In the next section, the CBSM model studied in
this section will be solved eciently by 4 methods:
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Standard Dynamic Programming (SDP), Modi ed Dynamic Programming (MDP), IP, and AVP. Solution
approaches are illustrated, and related algorithms and
their owcharts are presented.

3. Solution approach
In this section, solving the CBSM model, presented in
the previous section, will be studied.
In general, POMDP solving methods can be divided into two main categories: optimal solving methods and near-optimal and approximate methods. Some
of these methods are applied to solve the presented
CBSM model in this paper: SDP method (a basic
traditional optimal method and MDP method (a recent
version of it), IP method (a more recent and popular
optimal method) and AVP (a very recent version of
it), and Perseus (one of the most popular approximate
methods).
Each of the mentioned solving methods will be
described further and compared with each other in the
following.
For the rst time, the concept of maintenance
in the POMDP framework was studied in [42]. The
concept is known to be a proper method to apply to
partially observable systems under uncertainty [43] and
has been considered by several studies; however, the
optimal solving mode of it was abandoned long ago
(until 2010) because of the complexity and diculty of
data acquisition.
SDP as a traditional optimal solving method,
which is applied to solve the CBSM problem in this
paper, can present an optimal solution to small-sized
problems, but it is unable to solve medium and large
POMDPs. On the other hand, MDP as a revised
version of SDP can solve small and medium problems,
but it cannot solve large problems.
Therefore, near-optimal and approximate methods were proposed for solving POMDPs, some of the
most important of which exist in the papers such as [44]
and [45].
Among the popular approximate methods,
Perseus method, described as an approximate pointbased solver in [45], will be used and evaluated in the
next section for solving the mentioned CBSM model, in
which there are some features that make it even more
complicated than simple POMDP to solve. Unlike
SDP and MDP, Perseus can solve large-scale CBSM
problems in a desirable time span, but the solution is
approximate and not exact.
To present an optimal and exact solution to the
POMDP problems in a desirable amount of time, some
recent papers were proposed in [46{51].
The application of IP variations as an exact
method has become increasingly popular in recent
works because of their eciency in solving POMDPs.

Pruning methods use a piecewise-linear and convex representation of the value function that can be speci ed
by a unique set of vectors and often aim to remove nonnecessary vectors. In [51], as the most recent work, a
new variant of IP method called AVP is introduced
for the exact solving of large-scale POMDPs so as to
improve the performance of existing pruning methods
and make the proposed method the fastest of its kind
for POMDPs. The AVP method will be applied for
optimally solving the CBSM model, too.
In the remainder of this section, SDP and MDP
methods will be explained in Subsection 3.1, Perseus
with its owchart will be described in Subsection 3.2,
and IP method and AVP will be illustrated with their
CBSM-related owcharts in Subsection 3.3. Finally,
Perseus and AVP methods as the most e ective estimating and exact methods will be compared with each
other.

3.1. Standard and modi ed dynamic
programming

CBSM problem has been solved using SDP as a
traditional, exact POMDP solving method in the nite
horizon (see [52]). A backward pro t maximization
recursive algorithm, which can solve problems of DP
kind, is employed and implemented using visual basic
and C++ solvers. Computational results show that
it is dicult to apply this method to solve mediumand large-scale POMDP problems. Limitations of the
classical DP are well known because of its long time and
high memory consumption during the computation.
In the present paper, some techniques in C++
programming are applied to increase the system's
memory temporarily and reduce DP's computational
limitations. These methods include memory management techniques, heap memory management methods,
and a private heap for dynamic memory allocation and
handling memory blocks [53]. This method is named
MDP, the application of which necessitates allocating
a greater volume of memory to processing and ensures
a shorter computational duration. Computational
results of solving CBSM model in the nite horizon
by standard and modi ed DP methods and comparing
them with other methods will be presented in Table 1
in Section 4.
In the next section, Perseus method that can
overcome the limitations of DP and MDP methods in
solving large-scale problems will be described.

3.2. Perseus method

Since exact methods are usually not suitable for solving
large-scale and complicated POMDPs, approximate
methods like Perseus have gained the upper hand and
become popular [54].
Perseus method is applied to solve the proposed
CBSM model eciently; it is a randomized Point-
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Table 1. Computational time of solving Condition-Based Sustainable Maintenance (CBSM) model by Standard and
Modi ed DPs (3 states and 2 monitors in the nite horizon).

Computation time (s)
Standard DP
Modi ed DP
Initial
N # of stages or
State
DecisionState
Decisionhorizon length probability vector
generation making generation making
1
2
3
4
5

5
7
10
20
25

(1,0,0)
(1,0,0)
(1,0,0)
(1,0,0)
(1,0,0)

59
610

6
7
8
9
10

5
7
10
20
25

(0.8,0.15,0.05)
(0.8,0.15,0.05)
(0.8,0.15,0.05)
(0.8,0.15,0.05)
(0.8,0.15,0.05)

63
602

11
12
13
14
15

5
7
10
20
25

(0,1,0)
(0,1,0)
(0,1,0)
(0,1,0)
(0,1,0)

62
667

16
17
18
19
20

6
7
10
20
25

(0.2,0.3,0.5)
(0.2,0.3,0.5)
(0.2,0.3,0.5)
(0.2,0.3,0.5)
(0.2,0.3,0.5)

619

21
22
23
24
25

6
7
10
20
25

(0,0,1)
(0,0,1)
(0,0,1)
(0,0,1)
(0,0,1)

590

Based Value Iteration (PBVI) algorithm that rst
collects a quite large set of belief points from the
belief space, which remains xed until the end of the
algorithm. By simply choosing random actions and observations to create trajectories via the belief space, B
will be built. Next, the algorithm computes the initial
value function, which is considered as an approximated
lower bound, commonly including a single -vector
R(s; a). In
with all components calculated by 1 1 min
s;a
the next step, backup stages will begin and continue
until the end of algorithm, where a belief point b will
be chosen randomly in each stage from B to calculate























78
720





85
732





84
722





705






682






0.5
1.5
10
203

1.5
2
15
224

1
2
11
240

1.5
3
19
271

1
3
10
258

1.5
3
15
277

0.9
2
14
246

1.3
3
16
261

1.2
2
11
235

1.8
3
14
265





















a related value and -vector. To brie y explain the
backup stages, a owchart of the algorithm is shown in
Figure 1.
In the last step of the owchart, the convergence
condition is satis ed if the absolute value di erence in
two successive iterations is below a de ned tolerance
threshold (0.001), or the running time exceeds a de ned
limit (2000 seconds),as described in Section 3.
Moreover, the computational results of solving the
CBSM model by Perseus method and the comparison
of the former results and the results of other methods
are presented in Table 2 in Section 4.
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Table 2. Computational results of solving

Condition-Based Sustainable Maintenance (CBSM) model
by Perseus, Incremental Pruning (IP), and Accelerated
Vector Pruning (AVP) methods in the in nite horizon,
Initial probability vector (0.8, 0.15, 0.05).

N

Figure 1. Flowchart of the Perseus algorithm.
In the next section, a new AVP method that can
solve large-scale problems exactly will be described.

3.3. Accelerated Vector Pruning (AVP) and
Incremental Pruning (IP) methods

As mentioned before, the application of AVP for some
optimal POMDP solvers is a recently proposed procedure that speeds up the existing pruning algorithms
and leads to the exact solving of large-scale POMDP
problems in a desirable amount of time. Generally,
pruning methods work based on the fact that the
value function in POMDPs is piecewise linear and
convex [55], which can be speci ed by using a unique
set of vectors with a minimum size. Pruning algorithms
often aim to remove unnecessary or dominated vectors
from the value function; otherwise, the number of
possible vectors will increase quickly and can lead to
slowing down the process of nding an optimal policy
in the steps of the exact value iteration algorithm.
This property is used for representing the value
function by a nite set of jS j-dimensional vectors,
 = f 0 ;  1 ; : : : ;  k g, in which the belief point b has
a value of V (b) = max n 2 b: n , where \:" denotes

jO j jA j

Computation time (s)
Perseus
Error (%) Time IP AVP

1
2
3
4

2
3
4
6

4
4
4
4

0
0
5.3E-8
9.6E-7

0.2
19
32
61

31
135
228
642

27
48
170
345

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

2
3
3
3
4
5
5
6

4
4
6
8
4
3
4
4

5.8E-8
9.6E-7
9.5E-6
9.0E-6
0
9.7E-7
9.7E-7
9.8E-6

8
21
76
100
54
75
81
105

56
202
693.5
1123
499
783
809
1196

49
119
468
900
290
446
2226
517

13
14
15
16
17

3
3
5
5
6

6
8
3
4
4

9.9E-6
9.0E-6
9.6E-5
9.2E-6
9.8E-5

110
139
97
108
113

1261
1994
1019
1249
1724

581
1005
963
541
956

18
19
20

2
3
4

4
6
4

9.6E-6
9.8E-6
9.5E-6

17
120
63

102
1882
667

58
948
363

21
22
23
24
25

4
2
4
21
17

4
4
4
5
5

9.6E-5
9.2E-4
9.8E-4
9.7E-4
9.7E-4

98
34
169
1048
816

1061
255
1525

735
89
949







\dot product"(for more details about this, refer to [56]
or [57]).
The CBSM model proposed in the present paper
can also be rewritten in the vector form. Based on
the steps proposed in [58], rst, the value function is
de ned as a combination of simpler value functions:
V () = maxV a ();
a2 A

(18)
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V a () =

m1
X
O1 =1

V Keep () =

:::

m1
X
O1 =1

V Regular () =

fV a;O ()g;

(19)

OL =1

:::

m1
X
O1 =1

V Overhaul () =

V Replace () =

mL
X

O1 =1

O1 =1

OL =1

:::

m1
X

m1
X

mL
X

mL
X

fV Regular;O ()g;

mL
X

fV Overhaul;O ()g; (22)

fV Replace;O ()g:

(23)

OL =1

Eqs. (24){(27) are shown in Box II. All of these
functions are piecewise linear and convex that can be
purged from dominated vectors.
Purged sets with minimum sizes will be shown by
P urge() operator as (), a (), and a;O () for
V (), V a (), and V a;O (), respectively. Therefore,

V Keep;O () =

jO j

8 P
i Di (1 + Bi )Ci
>
<
i

P
>
i i
: FGHG

+

0
1
XX
@
i pij jO A V (T (; O));

1

V Regular;O () =

+
V Overhaul;O ()=

i

j

1
jOj

() = P urge([a2A a ());

(28)

a () = P urge(o2O a;O ());

(29)

a;O () = P urge(f a;O;i j i 2 g);

(30)

 a;O;n (s) =

(21)

OL =1
mL
X

Eqs. (28) to (30) can be written as follows:

(20)

OL =1

:::

:::

fV Keep;O ()g;

R(i; a)
jO j +

X

P (oja; j )P (j ja; i) n (j ):
j 2S
(31)

In Eq. (29),  is the vector-related operator and is
de ned for two sets Y and z as Y  Z = fy + z jy 2
Y; z 2 Z g.
Dominated vectors in some mathematical methods are detected by solving a number of Linear Programming (LP)problems, which is usually a timeconsuming operation. In the present paper, two di erent LP methods are considered: a classic LP algorithm
(related to IP method) and the AVP LP algorithm.
Figure 2 shows a owchart that summarizes the steps
of the pruning algorithms proposed in [59]. Sections
related to LP problem solving are in bold. Note that
the <lex in the owchart is lexicographic ordering, and
its application to this algorithm is explicit in [60].
As mentioned before, AVP is a new variant of the
IP method that uses Benders decomposition approach

fP i Di Ci + P i 'i Di Gi g
i 

i

P

GHG + Fwaste

i

 i !i D i

W ST



9
>
=
>
;

(24)

i

8
P
>
>
i Di (1 + Bi )Ci
<
i

P
>
>
i i
: FGHG

f

i



P

 i D i Ci +

i

P

GHG + Fwaste

i


i 'i Di Gi +

P

P

W MRi

i

i !i Di

i

i R0 i

9
>
>
=





W ST )g

0
1
XX
@
i p0 ij jO A V (T 0 (; O));

1

j

i

8
<

X

jOj :

1
V Replace;O () =
jOj

(

i
X

i

i R00 i Fwaste

i Ri

Fwaste

(
X

i
X

i
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(25)
)

i (W Oi + W MOi ) W ST +
!

i W Ri

Box II

>
>
;

0
19
=
XX
@
i p00 ij V (ej )A ;
;

j

i

(26)

)

W ST + V (e1 ) :

(27)
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Figure 2. Flowchart of the pruning algorithm.
to accelerate the pruning procedure by decomposing
linear programs to be solved among the pruning phases
in the IP method. Therefore, the steps of AVP method
are similar to those shown in Figure 2 (related to the
IP method) and di er from those in the LP section,
which must be replaced by the owchart presented in
Figure 3.
Note that all inputs, outputs, and the overall
results are the same in both cases of the original LP and
the decomposed LP procedures; however, the program
is often faster in the second decomposed procedure
because there are a small number of original LP's
constraints in the decomposed LP. For more details
about AVP method such as how to apply Benders decomposition to it and prove its correctness, please refer
to [51]. In addition to the Perseus method illustrated
in the previous section, for the CBSM model, AVP
and IP methods will be applied to solve the CBSM
model in value iteration algorithm, and computational

results will be compared with each other. IP has been
considered as the most ecient method among the
pruning methods before AVP in several papers.
In the next section, computational results of
solving CBSM problem with SDP, MDP, Perseus, IP,
and AVP methods will be presented.

4. Computational results and concluding
remarks
For evaluating the performance of algorithms proposed
in the previous section, numerical studies are provided
in this section. Algorithms such as standard DP,
modi ed DP, Perseus, IP, and AVP were coded in visual
basic, C++, and Java languages with a PC featuring
a 2.4 GHz Pentium IV processor, 4GB RAM, and
Windows Vista.
As mentioned earlier, exact methods, SDP and
MDP, can solve small POMDPs. Therefore, the
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Figure 3. Flowchart of the decomposed Linear Programming (LP) part in the Accelerated Vector Pruning (AVP)
algorithm.

e ectiveness of these algorithms in solving such CBSM
problems was examined and compared by performing
a set of computational experiments including small
problems with maximum 20 stages (horizon length),
3 states (healthy, medium, and broken states of the
system), and 2 condition monitoring tools (for example,
temperature and vibration sensors) in various primary
states including (1,0,0) for healthy primary states,
(0,1,0) for medium primary states, (0,0,1) for broken
primary states, and (0.2, 0.3, 0.5) and (0.8, 0.15, 0.05)
for fairly broken and fairly healthy primary states, as
shown in Table 1. Memory limitation is observed in
more than 20 stages for 3-state and 2-sensor problems,
as shown by  in Table 1.
In nite horizon CBSM problems can be solved by
Perseus, IP, and AVP methods, and the computational
results of comparing their solution time with each other
are presented in Table 2 for the probability vector of
primitive states (0.8, 0.15, 0.05).These probabilities
show that the underlying system is in a healthy state
with an 80% probability level at the start of the
maintenance process. This means that, under such
a condition, maintenance planning will be done for
a system that is most likely healthy at the start of
the process to represent an intuitive position. From
Table 2, it can be seen that the proposed AVP algorithm is very successful in achieving exact solutions in a
reasonable amount of time (all less than 2300 seconds),
which indicates the eciency of the AVP method in
solving such CBSM problems. Moreover, Perseus is

very successful in proposing high-quality solutions with
fewer errors, all less than 0.01%.
A summary of sensitivity analysis and managerial
remarks is reported in Table 3 and Figures 4 to 8.
Table 1 compares the computational time taken to
solve nite-horizon small and medium CBSM problems
by SDP and MDP. The initial probability vector is
considered for some of the following intuitive states:
the completely broken, the completely healthy, the
medium state, the likely healthy (80%), and the likely
broken (50%). SDP can only solve the instances until
7 stages. Symbol \" is used in this table to show
\memory limitation". As shown in Table 1, MDP
is often faster than SDP and needs a lower amount
of memory; however, large problems with more than
20 stages, 3 states, and 2 monitors cannot be solved

Figure 4. Sensitivity analysis of total pro t for
sustainability factors.
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N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Table 3. Sensitivity analysis of sustainability factors FGHG and Fwaste ; GHG = W ST = 25.
FGHG
Fwaste Objective function
Limit violation
Penalty
of GHG
of WST of GHG of WST

0
1  10 20
1  10 8
1  10 4
1  10 1
0.25
0.5
1
2
5
10
20
50
500
5000
10000

0
1  10 20
1  10 8
1  10 4
1  10 1
0.25
0.5
1
2
5
10
20
50
500
5000
10000

13249839.2
13249839.2
13249839.2
13249838
13249754
13249625
13249411
13248984
13248128
13245561
13241283
13232726
13207443
12872170.9
9657669
6107507

Figure 5. Sensitivity analysis of GHG violation for
sustainability factors.

{
3.28E+26
3.28E+13
1397183836.5
3278323.9
1311283.6
655603.5
327763.5
163843.5
65491.47
32707.47
16315.47
6480.265
598.2358
23.7732
7.860074

{
1.4E+27
1.4E+14
327839962.3
139717536.5
5588650.1
2794282.3
1397098.4
698506.4
279351.2
139632.8
69773.63
27858.89
2718.8
207.5934
68.29507

0
327840
327840
327840
327832.4
327820.9
327801.8
327763.5
327687
327457.4
327074.7
326309.3
324013.3
299117.9
118866
78600.74

0
1397183.9
1397183.9
1397183.8
1397175.4
1397162.5
1397141.1
1397098.4
1397012.8
1396756.1
1396328.3
1395472.6
1392944.3
1359417.1
1037966.9
682950.7

Figure 7. Sensitivity analysis of GHG penalty for
sustainability factors.

Figure 6. Sensitivity analysis of WST violation for
sustainability factors.

by the method yet. In the following, more powerful
computational results will be presented by applying
Perseus and AVP methods in the in nite time horizon.
Table 2 shows computational results such as computation time and error percentage for solving small,
medium, and large problems in the in nite time horizon
by Perseus, IP, and AVP methods. Symbol  is used
to show \memory limitation". It can be observed from

Figure 8. Sensitivity analysis of waste penalty for
sustainability factors.

Table 2 that AVP improves the performance of IP in
all CBSM cases and needs a lower volume of memory.
It should be noted that other larger problems, such
as those shown in the last two rows, could not be
solved by AVP and IP; however, Perseus can solve them
approximately. It is notable that in the case of pruning
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methods such as IP and AVP, problems that have initial
probability vectors with fewer zeros are often more time
consuming and, therefore, the intuitive initial state
(0.8,0.15,0.05) that shows mostly a healthy state for the
system is selected to begin the maintenance procedure,
as shown in this table.
Table 3 shows the objective function, GHG, and
waste violation and also GHG and waste penalty variations versus sustainability factors FGHG and Fwaste
changes. The analytical results of this table are
presented in ve gures in the following.
Figures 4 to 8 show the impact of changing
sustainability factors ( FGHG and Fwaste ) on some
related values (such as objective function, GHG, and
waste violation and also GHG and waste penalty).
Decreasing sustainability factors (FGHG and Fwaste )
means easier and more exible governmental regulations. If these penalty factors go below a certain
level, manufacturing systems violate GHG and waste
limitations (GHG and W ST ) heavily in the exponential form (see Figures 5 and 6) because the assigned
penalties can be controllable simply (see Figures 7 and
8) and there will not be any signi cant decrease in the
manufacturing systems' total pro t. This could be a
serious threat to the environment.
On the other hand, increasing sustainability factors (FGHG and Fwaste ) means greater stricture and
tougher governmental regulations, and increasing the
environment-related penalties for GHG and waste can
only useful up to a certain limit, before which manufacturing systems attempt to produce less pollution
to control their pro t level; however, after the aforementioned set limit, the manufacturing systems cannot
withstand, and there remains only one way to deal
with these excessive penalties: limiting production (see
Figure 8).

5. Conclusions
This study focused on environmental considerations
in the maintenance context of partially observable,
stochastically deteriorating systems to optimize both
maintenance and inspection actions.
The Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP)
framework with a more rigorous, systematic formation of maintenance actions was applied to model
sustainability-oriented manufacturing system's maintenance problem. The problem was modeled separately
for four maintenance actions including keep, regular
maintenance (minor repair), overhaul (major repair),
and replace with terms related to sustainability formulations. CO2 and waste emissions as some of the most
important factors of sustainability were considered
in the formulation of each action, depending on the
speci c situations of it.
The model was solved for both nite and in nite
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horizons. Perseus algorithm was applied for solving the
model approximately. Apart from that, the problem
was solved by an exact method, Incremental Pruning
(IP), and also with a current variant of it, Accelerated
Vector Pruning (AVP) method. By comparing the
computational results and analyzing them, some interesting theoretical and managerial points were obtained.
The optimization of Green House Gas (GHG) and
waste factors can be proposed for the future research.
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